UNITRIX
TERMS OF SERVICE
PLEASE CAREFULLY READ THE TERMS OF USE. BY SIGNING UP AND
ACTIVELY USING THE UNITRIX PROGRAM, YOU AGREE TO ABIDE BY ALL
TERMS SPECIFIED IN THIS DOCUMENT.
UNITRIX may at anytime, choose to edit, add, delete or modify portions of this agreement and
impose changes without prior notification of its members. We will endeavor to send out a
notice to all our members regarding any modification made to the terms of use. If any
modification if unacceptable to you, your only resource is to refrain from the use of UNITRIX
program. Your continued participation in UNITRIX following our posting of a change in policy
notice or new agreement on our site will constitute your binding acceptance to the change.

ELIGIBILITY:


You must be 16 years of age or older to participate in UNITRIX program. UNITRIX
program is open to international members around the world but void where
prohibited by local governing laws.

RESPONSIBILITY OF MEMBERS:


You agree to and must use your own name and email address in the sign-up process
and may not assume a false identity or nationality irrespective of the number of
accounts you have with UNITRIX.



You will use your username / password combination to access your account and it is
your responsibility to keep this information confidential. You may change this
information by logging into your account and accessing the profile page.



You may not provide or update your profile information with wrong bitcoin address.
UNITRIX will take absolutely no responsibility nor make response to queries on
transactions delivered to wrong bitcoin address provided by you.



You are solely responsible for any and all use of your UNITRIX account including
authorization by you to any third-party individual who may use your account. Any
unauthorized access to your account should be reported immediately.



Should UNITRIX detect any instances of fraud, system abuse, defamation,
harassment, foul language, inappropriate conduct in our system / group or any type
of account activity deemed to be inappropriate or illegal in the sole discretion of
UNITRIX, these actions may result in suspension of your account without resumption
as a paid member and termination of the account if otherwise. Possible legal action
such as forfeiture any earned commissions not yet disbursed to you from UNITRIX
will remain constant. In the event that you have taken inappropriate actions in
attempting to cheat, steal, lie or any action that would violate the UNITRIX User
Agreement.



UNITRIX reserves no special position for members based on their day of registration
and makes no change or removal of spilled affiliates. You are solely advised to
activate your account once created. Having your referrals activate their account
before you do assigns them to uplines in your network that are already activated.
You also may not request for a change in sponsor if the system assigns you to a new
sponsor due to inactiveness of your previous sponsor.

UNX VILLA AND SERVICES:
 UNX credit / token is the only entity that is acceptable as a means of exchange in the
UNX Villa. Should there be any instance of purchasing an Ad Case or using other
rendered services in the UNX Villa, the requirement of converting your cash into the
UNX is a necessity.


UNX is sold at 450/$ and redeemed to cash at 500/$. The token pair is conducted by
UNITRIX only and is unaffected by factors such as growth of the community,
interference of third party organizations, level of sales in the UNX Villa,
governmental laws or authorizations nor is It predefined by any foreign exchange
market. UNITRIX reserve the right to change the price of the UNX credit at any
moment without prior notification to members before any alteration.

 The buy / sell rate of UNX is fixed for every transaction made in UNITRIX website.
Making insignificant purchase of UNX credit and converting same UNX back to cash
will lead to monetary loss due to the difference in exchange rate. UNITRIX makes no

recommendations for such attempt and will not take responsibility of restoring any
irrelevant cash exchange back to its original value.

 You are provided with 12 Ad pallets each day in the presence of sufficient Ad Cases.
You are required to view at least 8 ads per day if provisions are made available.
Failure to view complete Ad will result in deduction of 3% of your recurring UNX.


You should be directly informed that UNITRIX levies a monthly charge on your
account for maintenance of your membership status for continual eligibility to
receive higher unilevel commissions. This automatically triggers a 20% deduction
from your point volume (pv) on the recurring month and not from your UNX or
CASH earnings.



When you purchase, download, access and use Scripts, softwares or Plug-ins that are
copyright contents from UNITRIX website, UNITRIX grants you as the Member
and/or Buyer the permission to make modifications to those content. However, you
are subjected to the following Restrictions and Conditions:
 You can only use the script on your website or make amendments as long as
you don’t change the copyright notice in the scripts or attempt to reserve
engineering of any of UNITRIX software encryption.
 You are not allowed to redistribute or resell codes or any software that
UNITRIX provides. You acknowledge that you will make use of UNITRIX
products for personal use only.
 Copies of UNITRIX products must only be purchased from UNITRIX website.
 UNITRIX ensure that scripts downloaded directly from the website are
absolute non-malicious and will not be held responsible for collection of any
UNITRIX script that you receive from other user.
 Use of UNITRIX Software for any unauthorized purpose is explicitly
prohibited, and may result in severe penalties including lifetime account
suspension.



Refund request for Ad Cases, Software or matrix positions are not executable.

RELATIONSHIP OF THE PARTIES:


Nothing in this Agreement creates any partnership, joint venture, agency, franchise,
sales representative or employment relationship between you and UNITRIX. You
understand that you do not have authority to make or accept any offers or make any
representations on behalf of UNITRIX. You may not make any statement, whether on
your site or otherwise, that would contradict anything in this section. You are solely
responsible for the reporting of UNITRIX Advertisers or UNITRIX.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY:


UNITRIX will not be liable for lost profits, lost business opportunities, or any other
indirect, special, punitive, incidental or consequential damages arising out of or
related to this Agreement or UNITRIX, even if UNITRIX has been advised of the
possibility of such damages.



We make no representation that the operation of our site will be uninterrupted or
error-free and we will not be liable for the consequences of any interruptions or
errors. UNITRIX is not responsible if your PC becomes infected with malware, virus
or other program that affects the performance of your PC. It is the member's
responsibility to maintain a good anti-virus and anti-malware program on their
system. UNITRIX is not responsible for any repair or virus removal bills that may be
incurred if the member feels he/she was infected from an ad on our website
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

INDEMNIFICATION:


You hereby agree to indemnify, defend and hold harmless UNITRIX, its officers,
directors, employees, agents, members, successors and assigns, from and against
any and all claims, losses, liabilities, damages or expenses any nature whatsoever
incurred or suffered by us.

THIRD PARTY WEB SITES:


UNITRIX UNX Villa may from time to time, contain links to third-party web sites. We
do not control, investigate, monitor or check such web sites, we are not responsible
for the computer programs available from, content in or opinions expressed at such
web sites, and we do not investigate, monitor or check. We provide such third-party

links only as a convenience to visitors of the site, and the inclusion of a link does not
imply approval or endorsement of the linked site by us. If you decide to leave the
site and access any third-party web site, you do so at your own risk.

PRICING:


UNITRIX may without warning increase or decrease our prices for token, Ad Case
purchases and other services. In the event that we decrease our pricing, UNITRIX will
not offer a refund for the difference in pricing to any member who made a purchase
at the higher price.

ADVERTISERS:


Websites containing malicious script or code, excessive pop-ups, or viruses are
prohibited. In summary, and without being exhaustive, no sites promoting the follow
shall be submitted to UNITRIX:









Adult Content or Sexually Themed Material
Drugs and Drug Paraphernalia
Tobacco Sales
Discriminatory Practices
Hate / Violence Sites
Weapons Sales
Pharmaceutical Sales
Illegal Downloads including movies, MP3, software etc.



UNITRIX reserves the right to reject advertisements at our sole discretion. No
refunds will be issued if your Ad Case is cancelled for promoting malicious or illegal
content. And a discressionary fine of up to 5,000 UNX may be deducted from any
offending purchases, if not found or sufficient, may thereby be deducted from your
Cash Earnings.



Ad Case will deliver random active UNITRIX members to your website ASAP. The
same user may visit your website multiple times. We are not responsible for any
periods of downtime with your website, and we will deliver users to a blank page if
your website is not working. Users will enter a captcha at the end of countdown in
the Ad view page to confirm their visit.



Each Ad Case purchases shall add 12 Point Volume (pv) to your account which
determines your membership status and the percentage of unilevel commissions
you will be eligible to earn on certain levels.

ACCOUNT ABUSE:


Any use of Internet bots, also known as web robots or simply bots would be ground
for immediate lifetime suspension of your UNITRIX account. Bots are software
applications that run automated tasks over the internet. Typically, bots perform
tasks that are both simple and structurally repetitive, at a much higher rate than
would be possible for a human editor alone. Misuse of our website by simplifying
processes using bots will result in the forfeiture of any UNITRIX earnings you have
generated. UNITRIX takes seriously our obligation to protect our advertisers to be
sure they are getting the true value of their investment on Ad Cases. UNITRIX
reserves the right in their discretion to suspend an account upon investigation and
conclusion that a fraudulent or deceptive act is occurring or likely to occur.



UNITRIX does not allow the use of anonymizer or proxy servers to access our system.
UNITRIX can at its own discretion block any member who knowingly accesses our
system with an anonymizing, VPN or proxy server. We can and will suspend any
account found to violate this policy. All funds in your UNITRIX account are
immediately forfeited if your account is suspended for violating this policy.



If any violation of this term causes your account to be suspended. You must agree to
pay an initial transaction cost of $20 if you wish to “unsuspend” your account. That
of course is if only your account is not subjected to a lifetime suspension.

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY AND PRODUCT USAGE:


The software products of UNITRIX are sold unchanged (unless there is an upgrade in
the version) without warranties as to performance or merchantability or any other
warranties expressed or implied. You agree to hold UNITRIX harmless and without
liability in matters of damages which result either directly or indirectly from the use,
non-use or inability of user to install the software correctly.



Installation upon request from UNITRIX attracts an extra cost of $25. You agree to
provide the information about your program or project required by UNITRIX that

may give UNITRIX the permission to access your website or any project content for
the implementation. You agree that UNITRIX will not be held responsible for any
damages or dysfunctions caused by unforeseen factors in the process of making
implementations on your website.

MISCELLANEOUS

THIS IS A LEGAL AGREEMENT BETWEEN YOU AND UNITRIX AND BY
CLICKING ON THE REGISTRATION BUTTON (IF YOU ARE ACTING ON
BEHALF OF YOURSELF AS AN INDIVIDUAL) OR YOUR COMPANY (IF YOU
ARE ACTING ON BEHALF OF YOUR COMPANY) (THE "MEMBER")
AGREE(S) TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS
MEMBER AGREEMENT. BY ACCEPTING THIS USER AGREEMENT YOU
ARE HEREBY BOUND TO THE RULES AND GUIDELINES LISTED ABOVE.
PLEASE READ THIS ENTIRE MEMBER AGREEMENT CAREFULLY BEFORE
ACCEPTING ITS TERMS.

support@unitrix.info

